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Fun Facts 
Corn is in the grass family, and it’s one of a few crops we eat that originated in the 
Americas. It started a few thousand years ago as a small plant with a shaggy head of 
little seeds. The Aztec and Mayan Indians in Mexico and Central America domesticated 
it by saving seeds from the best plants. They called this new crop maize, and it became 
a big part of their diet.  

By the time the first Europeans arrived, corn was the main food crop of most native 
people. The colonists took the hint and quickly learned how to grow corn in their new 
home. They grew what’s called field corn, which isn’t sweet. It was used to make breads 
and puddings, and also for livestock feed, as it is today. Sweet corn varieties weren't 
developed until many years later. Sweet corn is different from field corn because the 
kernels contain more sugar, and they’re softer-shelled. There’s also popcorn, with a 
really hard shell, so the water trapped inside builds up pressure then explodes when 
heated, thus the ‘pop’.  

All kinds of corn grow the same way. First, they have to be planted by people, because 
there is no wild corn. Then, the seed sprouts, sends down a taproot and develops 
leaves, which look like blades of grass. As it grows, corn develops a thick stalk that can 
get up to 15 feet tall, depending on the weather and variety of corn.  

When the stalk is 2/3 of its full height, straw-colored tassels emerge near the top. These 
are the male flowers that produce pollen. About three days later, the silks, or female 
flowers, appear lower on the stalk. Each silk, once pollinated, leads to a single kernel on 
the ear. Every silk must get pollinated to have a completely filled ear. The pollen from 
tassels is carried to the silks by the wind. The surface of the silk has tiny hairs that hold 
the pollen once it lands. The pollen then travels down inside the long silk to the kernel 
area, where fertilization occurs, and an ear starts to form. It takes about 3 more weeks 
for the ears to be ready to harvest. Sweet corn tastes best when it is eaten super fresh: 
the day it is harvested! 
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